
CONTACT ME
kreidquiltingteacher@gmail.com
My hometown: Saskatoon, SK Canada🍁 

MASTERING YOUR STRIPOLOGY 
RULERS CLASS

NOVA QUILT CLASS
Confident Beginner (6 hours):
Learn the basics of the blocks for this
amazing quilt and see how fast you
accomplish this dynamic quilt.

MY EXPERIENCE 

WHY I LOVE TO TEACH?
After teaching grades K-8 for over 30 years, I began teaching beginner quilting classes in 2015 where I found my love for
teaching the art of quilting. I felt the pull of satisfaction each time my students completed their projects and learned a
new skill to further their journey in this world of needle and thread.

I continued teaching throughout the pandemic utilizing the virtual world and supporting learners through online classes. 

I have taught at various guilds, quilt shops and sewing groups and find it very rewarding to watch students of all ages
master a new technique. I am excited to come to your group and inspire your stitching journey.

INGA QUILT CLASS

Beginner (6 hours):
While creating this amazing quilt you will
learn the tips and tricks of using your rulers
while piecing your quilt blocks.

KATHY REID
CERTIFIED
STRIPOLOGY  
INSTRUCTOR

CLASSES I OFFER UTILZING THE 
FAMILY OF STRIPOLOGY   RULERS

STRIP RIBBONS QUILT CLASS
Confident Beginner (6 hours): Learn the
best way to finish this quilt quickly using
your rulers and your color inspiration while
enjoying every step of the way to this
gorgeous finished piece.

Confident Beginner (6 hours): You will learn how
to get the most from your rulers, while learning to
reduce your fabric cutting time, increase cutting
accuracy, and ensure less fabric waste. Learn to
cut perfect strips, squares, rectangles, triangles
and parallelograms. Your rulers will save you time
and teach you the fool proof Stripologizing
methods for basic quilting units like hst’s and
qst’s. In addition to learning about all four rulers,
you will master the GEasy method for making
flying geese and start practicing your newly
acquired skills by making blocks for the Back
Home table topper (28"x28") from your Master
Your Stripology Rulers book.

I have been immersed in the quilting world since 2000
having completed over 525 quilts. After discovering GE
Designs in 2004, I have sewn over 100+ GE Design pattern
quilts using 75+ different GE Design patterns.

In 2023 I obtained my certification as part of the inaugural
Stripology    Certification Course.

HOPE QUILT CLASS
Beginner (6 hours): Learn the tips to
making this quilt with accuracy and saving
time and fabric while using your Stripology    
rulers to their full potential.


